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Balancing Rates and Variance via Adaptive
Batch-Size for Stochastic Optimization Problems
Zhan Gao⋆, Alec Koppel†, and Alejandro Ribeiro⋆
Abstract
Stochastic gradient descent is a canonical tool for addressing stochastic optimization problems, and forms the bedrock of
modern machine learning and statistics. In this work, we seek to balance the fact that attenuating step-size is required for exact
asymptotic convergence with the fact that constant step-size learns faster in finite time up to an error. To do so, rather than
fixing the mini-batch and the step-size at the outset, we propose a strategy to allow parameters to evolve adaptively. Specifically,
the batch-size is set to be a piecewise-constant increasing sequence where the increase occurs when a suitable error criterion is
satisfied. Moreover, the step-size is selected as that which yields the fastest convergence. The overall algorithm, two scale adaptive
(TSA) scheme, is developed for both convex and non-convex stochastic optimization problems. It inherits the exact asymptotic
convergence of stochastic gradient method. More importantly, the optimal error decreasing rate is achieved theoretically, as well
as an overall reduction in computational cost. Experimentally, we observe that TSA attains a favorable tradeoff relative to standard
SGD that fixes the mini-batch and the step-size, or simply allowing one to increase or decrease respectively.
Index Terms
Stochastic optimization, stochastic gradient descent, adaptive batch-size, optimal step-size
I. INTRODUCTION
Many machine learning [2], control [3], and signal processing tasks [4] may be formulated as finding the minimizer of an
expected cost parameterized by a random variable that encodes data. In particular, communications channel estimation [5],
learning model mismatch of a dynamical system [6], and training modern vision systems [7], hinge upon solving stochastic
optimization problems. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a widely used approach for these problems [8]–[13], but practically
its parameter tuning can be difficult. This is because attenuating step-size is required for exact solutions, which slows learning
to a stand still. Moreover, mini-batch size is typically fixed at the outset of training, which reduces variance by a set amount
[14]. In this work, we balance the choice of step and mini-batch sizes to learn quickly with ever-decreasing variance by
allowing batch-size to enlarge adaptively.
To contextualize our approach, we begin by noting that gradient iteration yields an effective approach for both convex and
nonconvex minimization problems [15]–[19]. However, when the objective takes the form of an expected value, evaluating the
gradient direction is intractable. To surmount this issue, SGD descends along stochastic gradients in lieu of true gradients, i.e.,
gradients evaluated at a single (or possibly multiple) sample point(s) [20]–[23]. Its simplicity and theoretical guarantees make
it appealing, but its practical usage requires parameter tuning that can be unintuitive.
Specifically, it’s well-understood that attenuating step-size is theoretically required for exact convergence, at the cost of
reducing the learning speed to null as time progresses [24], [25]. Experimentally, constant step-size vastly improves performance,
but only attains approximate convergence [26], [27]. The choice of step-size in terms of learning rate typically depends on
the Lipschitz modulus of continuity, which then affects the asymptotic mean square error of the parameter estimate [28]–
[30]. Hypothetically, one would like to preserve fast rates while ever-tightening the radius of convergence, to obtain exact
convergence in the limit.
To do so, we shift focus to mini-batching. Mini-batching is a procedure where the stochastic gradient is averaged over multiple
samples per iteration. Under constant learning rates, its practical effect is to reduce the variance of stochastic approximation
error, which tightens asymptotic convergence [31]–[33]. Intriguingly, it has recently been established that when the batch-size
grows geometrically with the iteration index, SGD obtains exact solutions in the limit even under fixed step-size [34]–[36].
With the drawback of large sample complexity, this fact then motivates allowing the batch-size to grow as slowly as possible,
while maintaining the exact convergence and an optimal learning rate determined by problem smoothness. Doing so is exactly
the proposed strategy of this work, which we establish yields an overall reduction in sample complexity relative to standard
approaches.
By co-considering the batch-size and the step-size simultaneously, this paper proposes an optimal parameter selection
algorithm, the two scale adaptive (TSA) scheme, for both convex and non-convex stochastic optimization problems. Two
sub-schemes, the post TSA and the prior TSA, are developed with emphasis on sample complexity and learning rate during
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pear in ICASSP 2020 conference [1]. ⋆Department of Electrical and Systems Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA (Email:
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2Table I: Two scale adaptive (TSA) scheme for convex and non-convex problems. TSA performs the inner time-scale and outer
time-scale recursively with t the number of inner/outer time-scales and k the number of iterations. The t-th inner time-scale
runs SGD with the optimal step-size αt = 1/L and batch-size nt until the largest iteration before Q
t
1 drops below Q
t
2. The t-th
outer time-scale follows to increase the batch-size by the addition nt+1 = nt+ β or the multiplication nt+1 = mnt. Here ℓ, L
and w are problem parameters, β and m the additive and multiplicative parameters, Kt the duration of t-th inner time-scale,
and A = log1−ℓ/L(1/2m), B = log1−ℓ/L(1/m) and D = F (x0)−F (x∗) are concise constants for presentation.
Method Qt1 Q
t
2 Exact convergence Rate (addition) Rate (multiplication)
Convex post TSA 2t
(
1− ℓL
)k
D w2ntℓ X O
(
2t
(
1− ℓL
)k) O (m− kA)
Convex prior TSA
(
1− ℓL
)k
D w2ntℓ X O
(
t
(
1− ℓL
)k) O (kB (1− ℓL)k)
Non-convex post TSA 1k
(
2LD+
∑t−1
i=0
Kiw
ni
)
w
nt
X \ \
Non-convex prior TSA 1k2LD
w
nt
X O
(
log k
k
)
O
(
log k
k
)
the tradeoff, respectively. In Section II, we clarify details of the problem definition and the standard SGD method. In Section
III, we provide preliminary analysis for SGD on convex problems, based on which we develop the convex TSA scheme that
outperforms standard SGDs. In Section IV, we propose a variant of TSA for non-convex problems. In Section V, we establish
our main results that characterize the convergence, rate and sample complexity of TSA. We show an overall reduction in
sample complexity of TSA under fast learning rates, equipped with the exact convergence.
We perform experiments on the supervised classification problem of hand-written digits with the linear model (convex) and
the convolutional neural network (non-convex) to corroborate our model and theory in Section VI. Lastly, we conclude the
paper in Section VII. Overall, by evolving parameters with the TSA scheme, we minimize both asymptotic bias and sample
path variance of the learning procedure, and dispel the need of presetting SGD parameters at the outset, where the latter
deteriorates performance in practice.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Denote by x ∈ Rp a decision vector to be determined, e.g., the parameters of a statistical model, ξ ∈ Ω a random variable
with the probability distribution p, and f(x, ξ) an objective function whose average minimizer we seek to compute. For
instance, realizations ξi of ξ are training examples (zi,yi) in supervised learning, and f(x, ξ) represents the model fitness of
x at data points (zi,yi). We consider the stochastic optimization problem defined as
min
x
F (x) = min
x
∫
Ω
f(x, ξ)p(dξ) = min
x
E[f(x, ξ)] (1)
where the population cost F (x) can be either convex (Sec. III) or non-convex (Sec. IV). Typically, the distribution p of ξ is
unknown, and therefore F (x) in (1) is not computable. This issue usually motivates drawing N samples from p and solving
the corresponding empirical risk minimization (ERM) problem [37]
min
x
F (x) = min
x
1
N
N∑
i=1
f(x, ξi) (2)
where, for instance, {f(x, ξi)} may represent the hinge or logistic loss at data points {ξi} of logistic regression or support
vector machine classification [38], respectively.
We set our focus on the general population problem (1) in this paper. Define the simplifying notation fi(x) := f(x, ξi) and
denote by ∇fS(x) the average gradient of a sample set S = {ξ1, . . . , ξn} as
∇fS(x) = 1
n
∑
ξi∈S
∇fi(x). (3)
The preceding expression is commonly referred to as the mini-batch gradient. To propose our algorithm for (1) , we require
the following assumptions that are commonly satisfied in practical optimization problems [34], [35].
Assumption 1. The gradient of expected objective function ∇F (x) is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., for all x,y ∈ Rp, there exists
a constant L such that
‖∇F (x)−∇F (y)‖2 ≤ L‖x− y‖2, (4)
where ‖ · ‖2 is the (2-) norm.
3Assumption 2. The objective functions f(x, ξ) are differentiable, and for any x ∈ Rp, there exists a constant w such that
‖var[∇f(x, ξ)]‖1 ≤ w, (5)
where ‖·‖1 is the (1-) norm and var[∇f(x, ξ)] is the variance vector, each component of which is the variance of corresponding
component of vector ∇f(x, ξ).
Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a standard approach to solve (1). Specifically, it estimates the gradient
unbiasedly with a random mini-batch gradient at each iteration, based on which it updates the decision vector x as
xk+1 = xk − αk∇fSk(xk). (6)
Here, αk is the step-size and Sk is the mini-batch selected at k-th iteration. In this work, we are concerned with optimal
selections of batch-size nk := |Sk| and step-size αk in according to their ability to maximize the convergence progress of
each sample, and thus not needlessly waste data. Next we shift gears to doing so in terms of mean convergence for convex
and non-convex problems, respectively.
III. ADAPTIVE BATCHING IN CONVEX PROBLEMS
We begin by considering convex problems. Specifically, in addition to Assumptions 1-2, we impose the condition that the
population cost F (x) is strongly convex as stated next.
Assumption 3. The objective functions {fi(x)} are differentiable, and the expected objective F (x) is strongly convex, i.e., for
all x,y ∈ Rp, there exists a constant ℓ such that
F (x) ≥ F (y) +∇F (y)⊤(x− y) + ℓ
2
‖x− y‖22. (7)
Under Assumptions 1-3, we may characterize the convergence rate of (6) in expectation as a function of batch-size nk and
step-size αk, which forms the foundation of our parameter scheduling scheme.
Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, the expected sub-optimality sequence of SGD (6) with batch-size at iteration k as
|Sk| = nk, satisfies
E [F (xk+1)− F (x∗)] ≤
(
k∏
i=0
r(αi)
)
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
k∑
i=0
α2iLw
2ni
k∏
j=i+1
r(αj)
 (8)
where r(α) = 1 − 2αℓ + Lℓα2 is the modulus of contraction, and the expectation E[·] is over the unknown distribution of ξ
whose samples Sk = {ξj}nkj=1 are observed at iteration k.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Proposition 1 establishes the dependence of convergence rate on problem constants, step-size and batch-size selections. In
particular, we observe an inverse dependence on the batch-size with respect to the later term, and a suggested optimal value
on the step-size in order to make the first term decay quickly. This relationship may be employed to discern ways of reducing
the overall computational complexity of (6) required to attain the optimal solution of (1) with fast rates.
For special cases with constant αk = α and nk = n, Proposition 1 reduces to the following corollary.
Corollary 1. With the same settings as Proposition 1, assume that the step-size and the batch-size are constants as αk = α
and nk = n. Then, it holds that
E [F (xk+1)− F (x∗)] ≤ r(α)k+1 (F (x0)− F (x∗))︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Q1
+
αLw
2n(2ℓ− Lℓα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Q2
(9)
with r(α) = 1− 2αℓ+ Lℓα2.
Proof. See Appendix B.
The bound in (9) jointly depends on the step-size α and batch-size n, and consists of two terms. Q1, the convergence rate
term, decreases with iteration k provided r(α) < 1. The error neighborhood term Q2 typically determines the limiting radius
of convergence for constant step-size, and is associated with the variance of stochastic approximation (sub-sampling) error.
Our algorithm, the two scale adaptive (TSA) scheme, is then proposed by exploiting the structure of Q1 and Q2.
4A. Two Scale Adaptive Scheme
Observe from (9) that Q1 decreases monotonically while Q2 stays constant as iteration k increases. Once Q1 decays to
be less than Q2, xk cannot converge to a tighter neighborhood than that determined by Q2. Therefore, in order to continue
tightening the radius of convergence, one must reduce Q2 by either decreasing the step-size α or increasing the batch-size n.
The TSA scheme gives a strategy about when and how to make this change. The algorithm is divided into two scales: the inner
time-scale performs SGD with constant step-size α and batch-size n, and the outer time-scale tunes algorithm parameters α,
n to tighten the radius of convergence. Two sub-schemes: the post TSA and the prior TSA, are proposed based on different
stop criterions of the inner time-scale. Details are formally introduced below.
Initialization: With initial step-size α = α0 and batch-size n = n0, the corresponding Q
0
1 and Q
0
2 are defined as (9). Without
loss of generality, assume F (x0)−F (x∗) is large such that Q01 ≥ Q02 initially. Then Q01 dominates, while Q02 is relatively small.
Note that the decreasing rate of Q01 is r(α0), which is a quadratic function of step-size α0. To ensure an optimal decrease,
α0 = 1/L is selected to achieve its minimal value 1− ℓ/L. The corresponding expression for Q02 is
Q02 =
1
LLw
2n0(2ℓ− Lℓ 1L )
=
w
2n0ℓ
. (10)
Fixing step-size α = 1/L ensures the fastest decrease of Q1, during which we propose evolving the batch-size n to tighten
the error neighborhood Q2. Proceeding from this initialization, we shift to discuss progressively enlarging the batch-size.
(1-A) Inner time-scale (post). At t-th inner time-scale, let αt = 1/L and nt be the current step-size and batch-size, and K
the beginning number of iteration. Follow the SGD method with constant αt and nt, and define Q
t
1 and Q
t
2 as
Qt1 =
(
1− ℓ
L
)kt
E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] , (11)
Qt2 =
αtLw
2nt(2ℓ− Lℓαt) =
w
2ntℓ
(12)
with kt > 0 the passed number of iterations at t-th inner time-scale. As kt increases, Q
t
1 decreases multiplied by 1 − ℓ/L,
while Qt2 stays constant. Then there exists K˜t such that
K˜t = max
kt
{Qt1 ≥ Qt2}. (13)
K˜t is the largest iteration before Q
t
1 drops below Q
t
2 and named as the duration of t-th inner time-scale.
Unfortunately, since the sub-optimality at K-th iteration E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] is unknown, the condition (13) cannot be used
directly. Therefore, we propose the modified rule
Kt=max
kt
{
2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)K+kt
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) ≥ w
2ntℓ
}
. (14)
Let {K˜0, K˜1, ..., K˜t−1} be durations of previous inner time-scales such that K =
∑t−1
i=0 K˜i. The modified condition (14) is
derived by utilizing the result (9) in Corollary 1
E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] = E
[
F (x∑t−1
i=0 K˜i
)− F (x∗)
]
≤
(
1− ℓ
L
)K˜t−1
E
[
F (x∑t−2
i=0 K˜i
)− F (x∗)
]
+Qt−12
≤ 2
(
1− ℓ
L
)K˜t−1
E
[
F (x∑t−2
i=0 K˜i
)− F (x∗)
] (15)
where the last inequality follows from the definition of K˜t−1 given in (13). Recursively applying this property, we obtain that
Qt1 is bounded by
Qt1 ≤ 2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)K+kt
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) . (16)
Then, (14) is derived from using the fact that the preceding expression provides a computable condition for which Qt1 ≥ Qt2,
provided an initial estimate on the sub-optimality is available. Whenever it is not, a large constant can replace it. Specifically,
in practice, by assuming |F (x)| is bounded, F (x0) − F (x∗) can be approximated by maxx,y |F (x) − F (y)| initially. Once
the iteration kt reaches Kt, we move forward to the t-th outer time-scale to augment the batch-size.
(1-B) Inner time-scale (prior). At t-th inner time-scale, let αt = 1/L, nt and K be the current step-size, batch-size and the
beginning number of iteration. Perform the SGD with constant αt and nt, and define Q
t
1 and Q
t
2 as
Qt1 =
(
1− ℓ
L
)K+kt
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) , (17)
Qt2 =
αtLw
2nt(2ℓ− Lℓαt) =
w
2ntℓ
(18)
5Algorithm 1 Two Scale Adaptive Scheme (Convex Case)
1: Input: objective functions {f(x, ξ)}, decision vector x0
2: Set step-size α = 1/L; sample-size |S0| = n0 and t = 0
3: Compute Qt1 = F (x0)− F (x∗), Qt2 = w2ℓn0
4: for k = 1, 2... do {main loop}
5: Update the decision vector xk+1 = xk − α∇fSk(xk)
6: Compute Qt1 =
(
1− ℓL
)
Qt1
7: if
(
1− ℓL
)
Qt1 ≤ Qt2 then
8: Update batch-size nt+1 = nt + β or nt+1 = mnt
9: Post: Update Qt+11 = 2Q
t
1, Q
t+1
2 =
ntQ
t
2
nt+1
, t = t+ 1
10: Prior: Update Qt+12 =
ntQ
t
2
nt+1
, t = t+ 1
11: end if
12: end for
with kt > 0 the passed number of iterations at t-th inner time-scale. With the increasing of kt, Q
t
1 decreases multiplied by
1− ℓ/L recursively, while Qt2 stays constant. Define the duration of t-th inner time-scale Kt as
Kt = max
kt
{
Qt1 ≥ Qt2
}
. (19)
Once kt reaches Kt, we stop the t-th inner time-scale and augment the batch-size, as we detail next.
Remark 1. The difference between the post (I-A) and the prior (I-B) sub-schemes lies on that Qt1 of the post depends on the
sub-optimality E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] at iterationK , whileQt1 of the prior directly utilizes the initial sub-optimality F (x0)−F (x∗)
without accounting for accumulated error neighborhood terms {Q02, . . . , Qt−12 } as demonstrated in (15). As such, the prior will
increase the batch-size faster with a faster convergence rate, but also require more sample complexity compared with the post.
Two sub-schemes imply two adaptive strategies that balance rates and variance with different emphasis.
(2) Outer time-scale. At t-th outer time-scale, we evolve parameters to reduce the error neighborhood Qt2, which can be
realized by either the decreasing of αt or the increasing of nt. The former slows down the convergence rate r(αt), while the
latter increases the sample complexity. The tradeoff between these two factors needs to be judiciously balanced.
Once the condition (14) (the post) or (19) (the prior) is satisfied, we increment the current batch-size nt to nt+1 in one of
two possible ways: addition and multiplication.
nt+1 = nt + β, β ≥ 1, (20)
nt+1 = mnt, m > 1 (21)
where β and m are additive and multiplicative integer parameters, respectively. Though the selection of (20) and (21) is not
the key point in TSA, it is an available tradeoff that can be tuned in practice to help improve performance. So far t-th outer
time-scale has been completed, and (t+ 1)-th inner time-scale follows recursively.
Note that β or m is selected appropriately to ensure Kt in (14) or (19) larger than zero. The post TSA and the prior TSA
share a similar process but with different stop criterions in the inner time-scale. Together, the TSA scheme for convex problems
is summarized as in Algorithm 1 with t the number of inner/outer time-scales and k the number of iterations.
IV. ADAPTIVE BATCHING IN NON-CONVEX PROBLEMS
In this section, we present a modification of the TSA scheme that applies non-convex problems, i.e., F (x) in (1) does not
satisfy Assumption 3. Differently from the convex case, F (x) − F (x∗) is no longer appropriate as the convergence criterion
due to the lack of a decrement property [cf. (8)] holding. Instead, we exploit the fact that the quantity ‖∇xF (x)‖22 has a similar
magnitude to F (x)−F (x∗), and thus may replace the sub-optimality as a convergence criterion in the non-convex regime [2].
Thus, we start by characterizing the convergence rate of SGD (6) in expectation in terms of this alternative criterion which
obviates the need for convexity. This forms the basis upon which we develop the modified TSA scheme.
Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 1-2, the SGD sequence (6) with step-size and batch-size at iteration k as αk = α and
|Sk| = nk, satisfies
min
0≤i≤k−1
E
[‖∇F (xi)‖22] ≤ 1krˆ(α) (F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
k−1∑
t=0
α2Lw
2kntrˆ(α)
(22)
where rˆ(α) = α − α2L/2 and the expectation E[·] is over the unknown distribution of ξ whose samples Sk = {ξj}nkj=1 are
observed at each iteration k.
6Proof. See Appendix C.
Proposition 2 characterizes the dependence of convergence rate on problem constants as well as the step-size and the batch-
size. Specifically, an optimal step-size can be selected for a minimal value of first term, and the second term is inversely
dependent on the batch-size. For the special case with constant nk = n, we have
min
0≤i≤k−1
E
[‖∇tF (xi)‖22] ≤ 1
αk − α2Lk2
(F (x0)− F (x∗))︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Q1
+
αLw
2n
(
1− αL2
) .︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Q2
(23)
Similarly to (9) for convex problems, the bound in (23) consists of two terms. The convergence rate term Q1 decreases as
iteration k increases. The error neighborhood term Q2 indicates the limiting radius of convergence, which stays constant as
long as n and α are constant. Both two terms depends on the batch-size n and step-size α jointly. Based on these observations,
the TSA scheme can be adjusted appropriately for non-convex problems.
A. Non-convex Two Scale Adaptive Scheme
From (23), we observe that Q1 decreases monotonically while Q2 keeps constant as iteration k increases. When Q1 decays
below Q2, the convergence accuracy cannot be tightened beyond Q2. In this case, either the decreasing of step-size α or the
increasing of batch-size n is required at some point to reduce the radius of convergence. To surmount this issue, the non-convex
TSA scheme consists of two scales: the inner time-scale performs SGD with constant step-size α and batch-size n, and the
outer time-scale tunes parameters to tighten the convergence radius. Similarly, we develop two sub-schemes, the post TSA and
the prior TSA, with different inner time-scale stop criterions.
Initialization: Let α = α0 and n = n0 be the initial step-size and batch-size. Define Q
0
1, Q
0
2 as in (23) and assume
F (x0) − F (x∗) is large such that initially Q01 ≥ Q02. The multiplicative term 1/(α0k − α20Lk/2) in Q01, whose denominator
is quadratic, is minimized at 2L/k with step-size α0 = 1/L. For this selection, Q
0
2 is
Q02 =
1
LLw
2n0
(
1− 1LL2
) = w
n0
. (24)
Our intention is to reduce the bound in (23) for fixed α = 1/L that minimizes Q1 over all iterations. Then, we adapt the
batch-size n based on the following criterion to tighten the error neighborhood Q2 continuously to null.
(1-A) Inner time-scale (post). At t-th inner time-scale, let αt = 1/L, nt and K be the current step-size, batch-size and the
beginning number of iterations. Proposition 2 for this selection allows us to write
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] ≤ 2Lkt +K (F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
t−1∑
i=0
Kiw
(kt +K)ni
+
w
nt
(25)
where {n0, n1, ..., nt−1} and {K0,K1, ...,Kt−1} are batch-sizes and durations of previous inner time-scales, and kt is the
passed number of iterations at t-th inner time-scale. The inequality ktw/(kt+K)ni ≤ w/nt is also utilized in (25). Based on
(25), we define Qt1 and Q
t
2 as
Qt1 =
1
kt +K
(
2L (F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
t−1∑
i=0
Kiw
ni
)
, (26)
Qt2 =
w
nt
. (27)
Here, Qt1 keeps decreasing as kt increases, while Q
t
2 stays constant. There then exists Kt such that
Kt = max
kt
{
Qt1 ≥ Qt2
}
. (28)
Kt is the duration of t-th inner time-scale, which is the largest iteration before Q
t
1 drops below Q
t
2. Since {n0, n1, ..., nt−1}
and {K0,K1, ...,Kt−1} are historical information available from previous stages, the stop criterion (28) is ready for the
implementation. Thus, the t-th inner time-scale runs SGD with step-size αt = 1/L and batch-size nt for Kt iterations to
reduce Qt1. Right before Q
t
1 drops below Q
t
2, we increment the batch-size at t-th outer time-scale.
(1-B) Inner time-scale (prior). At t-th inner time-scale, let αt = 1/L, nt and K be the current step-size, batch-size and the
beginning number of iteration. We now define Qt1 and Q
t
2 based on (25) as
Qt1 =
2L
kt +K
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) , (29)
Qt2 =
w
nt
(30)
7Algorithm 2 Two Scale Adaptive Scheme (Non-convex Case)
1: Input: objective functions {f(x, ξ)}, decision vector x0
2: Set step-size α = 1/L; sample-size |S0| = n0 and t = 0
3: Update the decision vector x1 = x0 − α∇fSk(x0)
4: Compute Qt1 = 2L(F (x0)− F (x∗)), Qt2 = wn0
5: for k = 1, 2... do {main loop}
6: Update the decision vector xk+1 = xk − α∇fSk(xk)
7: Compute Qt1 =
k
k+1Q
t
1
8: if k+1k+2Q
t
1 ≤ Qt2 then
9: Update batch-size nt+1 = nt + β or nt+1 = mnt
10: Set Kt = k −
∑t−1
i=0 Ki, t = t+ 1
11: Post: Update Qt1 = Q
t−1
1 +
Kt−1w
knt−1
, Qt2 =
nt−1Q
t−1
2
nt
12: Prior: Update Qt2 =
nt−1Q
t−1
2
nt
13: end if
14: end for
where kt > 0 is the passed number of iterations at t-th inner time-scale. It follows the same rule that Q
t
1 decreases with the
increasing of kt, while Q
t
2 is constant. Then the duration of t-th inner time-scale Kt is defined as the same as (28). We stop
the t-th inner time-scale when kt reaches Kt and augment the batch-size as detailed next.
Remark 2. The post (1-A) and the prior (1-B) sub-schemes are different, where Qt1 of the post contains accumulated variance
errors of previous inner time-scales (the second term in the bound (25)), while Qt1 of the prior only utilizes the initial sub-
optimality error. Therefore, the prior converges faster while the post saves more sample complexity.
(2) Outer time-scale. At t-th outer time-scale, we reduce the error neighborhood Qt2 with parameter tuning. This may be
done by decreasing the step-size αt or increasing the batch-size nt, where the former slows the decrease of Q1 and the latter
increases the sample complexity. We propose increasing the batch-size nt to nt+1 additively (20) or multiplicatively (21). Once
the batch-size has been increased, we proceed to the (t+ 1)-th inner time-scale.
Here we also require the duration Kt larger than zero by appropriate selections of β and m. As previously mentioned, one
can approximate the initial error F (x0)−F (x∗) with maxx,y |F (x)−F (y)| in practical experiments. We show the non-convex
TSA scheme in Algorithm 2 with t the number of inner/outer time-scales and k the number of iterations.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the performance of the TSA scheme in terms of its convergence, rate and sample complexity for
both convex and non-convex problems. In particular, we establish that it inherits the limiting properties of SGD with a fast
rate, while reducing the number of training samples required to reach the ǫ-suboptimality.
A. Convex Problems
Consider the convex case first. We show that the sequence of objective function values F (xk) generated by the TSA scheme
approaches the optimal value F (x∗) with the following theorem, which guarantees the exact convergence of TSA.
Theorem 1. Consider the post and the prior TSA schemes for convex problems. If the objective functions satisfy Assumptions
1-3, both sequences of F (xk) and xk converge to the optimal F (x
∗) and x∗ almost surely, i.e.,
lim
k→∞
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] = 0,
lim
k→∞
E [‖xk − x∗‖2] = 0.
(31)
Proof. See Appendix D.
Theorem 1 shows that TSA inherits the asymptotic convergent behavior of SGD with diminishing step-size. However, this
result is somewhat surprising since TSA attains exact convergence with a constant step-size, whereas SGD converges to an
error neighborhood under this setting. The preserved constant step-size then helps TSA maintain a fast rate.
We then characterize the convergence rate of TSA, as stated in the following.
Theorem 2. Consider the TSA scheme for convex problems. If the objective functions satisfy Assumptions 1-3, the post and the
prior TSA schemes converge approximately with rates of O(2t(1− ℓ/L)k) and O(t(1− ℓ/L)k), where k is the number of itera-
tions and t is the number of inner/outer time-scales. If particularizing the multiplicative rule (21) for augmenting the batch-size,
the post and the prior converge approximately with rates of O
(
m−k/ log1−ℓ/L(1/2m)
)
and O
(
(1− ℓ/L)kk/ log1−ℓ/L(1/m)
)
.
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Theorem 2 establishes that both the post and the prior TSA schemes have favorable rates under the premise of exact
convergence. In particular, the prior obtains a faster rate but requires more samples per iteration. While the post needs fewer
samples with the drawback of converging more slowly. Two sub-schemes imply two kinds of balances with different preferences
between rates and variance. This result is a precursor to characterizing the sample complexity of TSA, which we do next.
We compare the sample complexity of TSA with SGD for an ǫ-suboptimal solution. In order to simplify expressions and
make a comparison possible, we hypothesize that both TSA and SGD make use of the optimal step-size α = 1/L. The
TSA uses the multiplicative rule (21) for augmenting the batch-size. Under these conditions, the sample complexity of TSA
compared with SGD may be derived.
Theorem 3. Consider the TSA scheme starting with the initial batch-size n0 = 1, and the SGD with constant step-size α = 1/L
and batch-size n. Under Assumptions 1-3, define the initial error D := F (x0)− F (x∗). To achieve an ǫ-suboptimal solution,
the ratio γ between the number of training samples required for TSA and SGD is
γ ≤

m
m−1
⌈
log
1− ℓ
L
1
2m
⌉
+1⌈
log
1− ℓ
L
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ), if the post,
m
m−1
⌈
log
1−ℓ
L
1
m
⌉
+
⌈
log
1− ℓ
L
1
logm⌈wℓǫ⌉+1
⌉
+1⌈
log
1− ℓ
L
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ), if the prior
(32)
where ⌈·⌉ is the ceil function.
Proof. See Appendix F.
Observe from Theorem 3, the ratio of sample complexity of TSA to SGD γ, is approximately proportional to O(−1/ log ǫ)+
O(ǫ), meaning that for a large ǫ, the complexity reduction is not much. However, for more accurate solutions, i.e., ǫ close to
null, the logarithmic term dominates and a significant reduction in the number of required samples may be attained. Due to
the complicated dependence on problem constants, we present a corollary for the post TSA with m = 2 which simplifies the
expressions and provides more intuitive descriptions.
Corollary 2. With the same settings of Theorem 3, to achieve an ǫ-suboptimal solution, the ratio γ between the number of
training samples required for the post TSA and SGD is
γ ≤
⌈
log1− ℓL
(L−ℓ)2
16L2
⌉
⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ) (33)
Proof. See Appendix G.
More concrete takeaways can be discerned from Corollary 2. For a small ǫ, the second term O(ǫ) of (33) is negligible.
Moreover, the simplified first term indicates that provided the rate 1− ℓ/L < 1, the ratio γ between required training samples
of TSA and SGD is less than 1 as long as ǫ/(2D) ≤ (L − ℓ)2/(16L2), i.e., γ ≤ 1 whenever ǫ ≤ D(1 − ℓ/L)2/8, which
is almost always true unless the initial point is very close to the optimizer. Therefore, in practice, the sample complexity of
TSA is largely reduced compared with SGD, while both of them achieve the same suboptimal solution. The magnitude of
the reduction depends on problem constants, but is proportional to the sum of minus inverse of logarithmic factor of ǫ and ǫ,
which may be substantial.
Remark 3. The batch-size n of SGD in Theorem 3 needs to be preset based on the required suboptimality ǫ at the outset,
i.e., n is determined by ǫ. Otherwise, if n is set smaller than that determined by ǫ, SGD may never achieve an ǫ-suboptimal
solution due to the large error neighborhood. While if n is set larger than that determined by ǫ, it will waste more samples in
the training. Therefore, it indicates another disadvantage of SGD. TSA overcomes this issue with no need to determine any
parameter at the beginning.
B. Non-convex Problems
The TSA scheme for non-convex problems also exhibits comparable asymptotic properties. Specifically, Theorem 4 shows
that the sequence of decision vectors xk generated by the non-convex TSA scheme converges to a stationary solution x
∗ in
expectation.
Theorem 4. Consider the post and the prior TSA schemes for non-convex problems. If the objective functions satisfy Assump-
tions 1-2, the sequence of xk converges to a stationary solution x
∗ in expectation, i.e.,
lim
k→∞
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] = 0. (34)
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Figure 1. Linear modle on MNIST logistic regression with three exact convergent algorithms: convex TSA, SGD with diminishing step-size
αk = min(1/L, 100/(Lk)) and SGD with exponential batch-size nk = 2
k: (a) Objective value as a function of training iterations; (b) The
zoomed version of (a) showing detailed performance differences; (c) Batch-size required per iteration as a function of training iterations.
Proof. See Appendix H
Theorem 4 shows that the TSA scheme attains the exact convergence as the SGD with attenuating step-size for non-convex
problems. We follow to establish the convergence rate of non-convex TSA. Note that since Qt1 of the post TSA in (26) contains
historical information about durations of previous inner time-scales, it is challenging to theoretically analyze the rate of the
post TSA. Thus, we focus on the prior TSA here.
Theorem 5. Consider the prior TSA scheme for non-convex problems. If the objective functions satisfy Assumptions 1-2, the
prior TSA converges approximately with a rate of O(log k/k).
Proof. See Appendix I.
Proposition 5 establishes that the prior TSA, with either the additive or the multiplicative rule for augmenting batch-size,
enjoys a much faster rate of O(log k/k) compared with O(1/
√
k) of SGD with diminishing step-size for non-convex problems,
while still maintaining the exact convergence. In terms of the post TSA, though with no exact characterization, it converges
slightly slowly than the prior but requires less samples per iteration. Together, the post and the prior give two strategies to
evolve parameters for the balance between rates and variance.
The exact sample complexity of non-convex TSA is challenging to characterize because Qt1 of the post TSA in (26) contains
historical information and there is no closed-form solution of log k/k = ǫ for the prior TSA. However, with observations from
Theorem 5, we may refer that the prior TSA converges close to the theoretical optimal rate O(1/k) of true gradient descent
algorithm but will use fewer samples per iteration. Thus, the sample complexity shall be reduced under the exact convergence
with such a fast rate; something we will verify in the numerical experiments in Section VI.
Overall, the TSA scheme provides a strategy to evolve SGD parameters for both convex and non-convex problems. It
selects the step-size and batch-size to preserve a fast convergence rate while repeatedly reducing the stochastic approximation
variance during the training process. Under the proposed criterion, the batch-size increases only when necessary, allowing
provable sample complexity reduction relative to classical SGD schemes in convex problems. For non-convex problems, it
achieves a faster convergence rate than SGD with attenuating step-size under the premise of exact convergence, and saves the
sample complexity as much as possible. Together, it well balances the rate and variance in SGD and exhibits an improved
performance theoretically. We summarize main results of TSA for convex and non-convex problems in Table I and investigate
the experimental implications of these results in the subsequent section.
Remark 4. Two sub-schemes, the post TSA and the prior TSA, imply different emphasis within the balance, where the former
acquires a faster rate while the latter achieves lower sample complexity. The choice of which sub-scheme depends on specific
problems. For problems with small variance, i.e, target sub-optimality can be obtained without large samples, the post is
preferred since it increases the batch-size slowly to save more unnecessarily wasted samples. For problems with large variance,
one may then use the prior that increases the batch-size faster for a faster rate.
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We numerically evaluate the TSA scheme compared with standard SGD schemes. Without particular description, the default
step-size of SGD is the same optimal step-size as TSA for clear comparison.
The visual classification problem of hand-written digits is considered for both convex and nonconvex cases on the MNIST
data [39]. Given the training data T = {(zn, yn)}Nn=1, let z ∈ Rp be the feature vector of digit image and y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c} its
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Figure 2. Linear modle on MNIST logistic regression with convex TSA, and two approximate convergent algorithms: SGD with constant
batch-size n = 200 and SGD with constant batch-size n = 20: (a) Objective value as a function of training iterations; (b) The zoomed
version of (a) showing detailed performance differences; (c) Batch-size required per iteration as a function of training iterations.
Table II: Samples required for loss 0.062 for SGD with n = 20, convex TSA, SGD with n = 200, and SGD with nk = 2
k.
Relative sample efficiency computed as the ratio of samples required with respect to SGD with nk = 2
k.
Target loss: 0.062 Required samples Relative sample efficiency
SGD with n = 20 ∞ 0
TSA 55651 513
SGD with n = 200 111500 256
SGD with nk = 2
k 28537083 1
associated label denoting which number is written, and c = 9 denotes the number of classes (minus 1). Denote by x ∈ Rp the
parameters of a classifier h(z) which models the relationship between features z and label y. In particular, for the convex case,
we consider a linear model h(z) = xT z whose parameters x define a logistic regressor. The limitations of linearity restrict
our focus to binary classificiation for this class. By contrast, for the non-convex case, we model the classifier as a two layered
convolutional neural network (CNN) with the ReLu nonlinearity and the MaxPooling followed by a fully connected layer, and
consider the full multi-class problem. The MNIST data is such that the dimension of features is p = 784 and total sample
number is N = 26491.
A. Linear Model
As previously mentioned, we restrict focus to classifying digits 0 and 8 in the linear model. The expected objective function
F (x) with ξ = (z, y) in (1) is defined as the λ-regularized negative log-likelihood
F (x) =
λ
2
‖x‖2 + 1
N
N∑
n=1
log
(
1 + exp(−ynx⊤zn)
)
(35)
where (λ/2)‖x‖2 is the regularization term. Note that it is actually an ERM problem, which is an instantiation of (1). We run
the TSA scheme on this objective with the understanding that it applies more broadly to the population problem. In this case,
the variance of stochastic approximation is relatively small such that we do not need a large batch-size to approximate the true
gradient. Hence, the post TSA with additive rule (20) is chosen with n0 = 1 and β = 5.
We first run three exact convergent algorithms: TSA, SGD with diminishing step-size αk = min(1/L, 100/(Lk)) and
SGD with exponential batch-size nk = 2
k. Fig. 1 plots the objective value and the batch-size as iteration k increases. SGD
with exponential batch-size achieves the best performance (Fig. 1b), but its batch-size explodes quickly to 26491 indicating
huge sample complexity (Fig. 1c). SGD with diminishing step-size requires one sample per iteration such that has the least
sample complexity, however, it converges too slowly. Considering TSA, on the one hand, it performs comparably to SGD with
exponential batch-size, and its batch-size only grows from 1 to 206, improving the computational cost substantially. Relative
to SGD with diminishing step-size, it achieves improved convergence but only requires a small number of additional samples.
Overall, though three algorithms all converge exactly, TSA attains comparable convergence accuracy to SGD with exponential
batch-size and comparable sample complexity to SGD with diminishing step-size.
Fig. 2 shows performances of TSA and two approximate convergent algorithms. Specifically, TSA and SGD with constant
batch-size n=200 exhibit comparable performances, among which the latter is just slightly better. SGD with n = 20 varies in
a large error neighborhood, and performs worse than another two. Fig. 2c depicts the corresponding batch-size versus iteration.
Observe that TSA saves more than half of samples compared with SGD with n = 200, but achieves similar performance. In
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Figure 3. Convolutional neural network on MNIST classification problem with three exact convergent algorithms: non-convex TSA, SGD
with diminishing step-size αk = min(1/L, 100/(Lk)) and SGD with exponential batch-size nk = 2
k: (a) Objective value as a function of
training iterations; (b) Batch-size required per iteration as a function of training iterations.
terms of SGD with n = 20, though it requires least samples, it performs too badly to consider. It should also be noted that
SGDs with n = 200 and n = 20 cannot reach the optimal solution but will be trapped in an error neighborhood eventually.
To further substantiate these trends, we compare the number of samples required to reduce the loss to a target sub-optimality
for four algorithms: TSA, SGDs with n = 20 and n = 200, and SGD with exponential batch-size nk = 2
k. Let the target
loss be 0.0622. Table II summarizes the required number of samples and the relative sample efficiency (based on SGD with
nk = 2
k) for four algorithms. We can see the sample complexity of TSA is far less than SGD with n = 200 and nk = 2
k, but
performs almost as well as them (Fig. 1b and Fig. 2b). SGD with n = 20 never obtains such a loss due to its large variance
error from stochastic approximation. Thus, its number of samples is infinity. Overall, TSA exhibits the best relative sample
efficiency among four algorithms.
B. Convolutional Neural Network
To analyze how TSA works for non-convex problems, we consider a two-layered convolutional neural network Φ(z) for
multi-class classification of all numbers from {0, . . . , 9} in MNIST dataset [40]. In particular, the first layer contains 25 filters
and the second layer contains 50 filters, where each filter is with kernel size 3. The ReLu and the MaxPooling are utilized as
the activation and pooling functions, respectively. A fully connected layer follows in the end to match the output dimension.
The expected objective function F (x) with ξ = (z, y) in (1) is the cross entropy loss
F (x) = − 1
N
N∑
n=1
zn log (softmax(Φ(x,yn))) (36)
where softmax(·) is the softmax function. As the classification problem becomes more complicated, i.e., classifying 10 numbers
rather than 2 numbers, and the CNN architecture are more complex, the variance of stochastic approximation in non-convex
case is large such that we require large batch-size for the target suboptimality. Thus, we select the prior TSA with multiplicative
rule (21) with n0 = 1 and m = 2.
We first compare three exact convergent algorithms in Fig. 3. We see that TSA and SGD with exponential batch-size
nk = 2
k show comparable convergence rates. Though SGD with exponential batch-size performs better with smaller error
neighborhood, it wastes too much samples compared with TSA as observed in Fig. 3b. SGD with diminishing step-size
αk =min(1/L, 100/(Lk)) only requires 50 samples per iteration with the least sample complexity, while converges slowly
due to the reduction of step-size. TSA reaches a good balance between the rate and the sample complexity, i.e., it decreases
the objective at a comparable rate to SGD with exponential batch-size and increases the batch-size only when necessary that
maintains the comparable sample complexity to SGD with diminishing step-size.
In Fig. 4, we depict performances of TSA and two approximate convergent algorithms. On the one hand, Fig. 4a shows
that TSA performs comparably to SGD with constant batch-size n = 1000 with similar rates and error neighborhoods, while
SGD with n = 100 sinks into a large error neighborhood and has stopped getting progresses since early iterations. On the
other hand, TSA saves almost a half sample complexity compared with SGD with n = 1000 as observed in Fig. 4b. SGD
with n = 100 has the least sample complexity but with too limited performance to consider. Furthermore, SGD with either
n = 100 or n = 1000 has a limiting error neighborhood that prevents its convergence to the exact optimal solution.
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Figure 4. Convolutional neural network on MNIST classification problem with non-convex TSA, and two approximate convergent algorithms:
SGD with constant batch-size n = 100 and SGD with constant batch-size n = 1000: (a) Objective value as a function of training iterations;
(b) Batch-size required per iteration as a function of training iterations.
Table III: Samples required for loss 0.06 for SGD with n = 20, non-convex TSA, SGD with n = 200, and SGD with nk = 2
k.
Relative sample efficiency computed as the ratio of samples required with respect to SGD with nk = 2
k.
Target loss: 0.06 required samples Relative sample efficiency
SGD with n = 100 ∞ 0
TSA 447627 5.12
SGD with n = 1000 682000 3.35
SGD with nk = 2
k 2288682 1
Table III then summarizes the number of samples required for the target loss 0.06 and corresponding relative sample
efficiencies for four algorithms. Similarly as the convex case, TSA shows the best relative sample efficiency (requires least
samples), but achieves a better performance than SGDs with n = 100 and n = 1000 and a comparable performance to SGD
with exponential batch-size.
In conclusion, with numerical results for both convex and non-convex problems, the proposed TSA scheme exhibits a fast
convergence rate with reduced sample complexity, which reaches a favorable balance among standard SGD algorithms. More
importantly, it gives a guideline how to tune SGD parameters appropriately with no need to preset parameters at the outset.
The latter may be sensitive and difficult in practice.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates stochastic optimization problems that are of critical importance in wide science and engineering
areas. The two scale adaptive (TSA) scheme is developed for both convex and non-convex problems, by co-considering the
batch-size and the step-size of SGD simultaneously. In particular, the optimal step-size is selected to acquire theoretically
largest learning rate, while the batch-size is increased adaptively to tighten the limiting error neighborhood. Equipped with
the exact convergence, TSA exhibits the fast rate due to the selected optimal step-size. In the meantime, it only increases the
batch-size when necessary, which reduces the sample complexity as much as possible. Numerical experiments are performed
to show significant performance of TSA, which well balances rates and variance among standard SGD algorithms.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof. From the truncated Taylor’s expansion and Lipschitz continuity of ∇F (x) in Assumption 1, we upper bound F (xk+1)
as
F (xk+1) ≤ F (xk)+∇F (xk)⊤
(
xk+1 − xk
)
+
L
2
‖xk+1−xk‖22. (37)
By substituting the update rule (6) of SGD into (37), we get
F (xk+1)≤F (xk)−αk∇F (xk)⊤∇fSk(xk)+
α2kL
2
‖∇fSk(xk)‖22. (38)
Take the expectation for both sides of (38), and by using the fact E [∇fSk(xk)] = E [∇F (xk)], we have
E[F (xk+1)] ≤ E [F (xk)]− αkE
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]+ α2kL2 E [‖∇fSk(xk)‖22] (39)
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where the linearity of expectation is used. By subtracting F (x∗) in both sides of (39), we get
E [F (xk+1)−F (x∗)] ≤ E [F (xk)−F (x∗)]− αkE
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]+ α2kL2 E [‖∇fSk(xk)‖22] . (40)
Consider the third term E
[‖ ∇fSk(xk) ‖2] in the bound of (40). Note that for any random variable x, its variance is
Var[x] = E[x2]− E[x]E[x]. (41)
We then have
E
[‖∇fSk(xk)‖22] = E[‖∇F (xk)‖22]+E[‖∇fSk(xk)−∇F (xk)‖22] = E[‖∇F (xk)‖22]+‖Var[∇fSk(xk)] ‖1. (42)
From [41], we proceed to estimate the variance vector Var [∇fSk(xk)] by
Var[∇fSk(xk)] =
Var [∇fi(xk)]
|Sk| ·
N − |Sk|
N − 1 (43)
where Var [∇fi(xk)] is the population variance vector and N is the number of samples drawn to approximate the distribution p,
which should be large enough and usually assumed to be infinity. By substituting (43) into ‖Var [∇fSk(xk)] ‖1 with |Sk| = nk,
we have
‖Var [∇fSk(xk)] ‖1 ≤ ‖
Var[∇fi(xk)]
nk
‖1 ≤ w
nk
(44)
where the last inequality is due to Assumption 2. By substituting (44) into (42) and then into (40), we get
E [F (xk+1)− F (x∗)] ≤ E[F (xk)−F (x∗)]−
(
αk−Lα
2
k
2
)
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]+α2kLw2nk . (45)
Now consider the term ‖∇F (xk)‖22. From Assumption 1, it holds that for any x,y ∈ Rp,
F (x) ≥ F (y) +∇F (y)⊤(x− y) + ℓ
2
‖x− y‖22. (46)
Since the right side of (46) is a quadratic function with minimal value at x̂ = y − 1ℓ∇F (y), we have
F (x) ≥ F (y) +∇F (y)⊤(x̂− y) + ℓ
2
‖x̂− y‖22 = F (y)−
1
2ℓ
‖∇F (y)‖22. (47)
Then let x = x∗ and y = xk, and we get
‖∇F (xk)‖22 ≥ 2ℓ (F (xk)− F (x∗)) . (48)
By substituting (48) into (45), we obtain
E [F (xk+1)− F (x∗)] ≤
(
1− 2αkℓ+ Lℓα2k
)
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] + α
2
kLw
2nk
. (49)
Observe that (49) is a recursion process such that we can continue deriving the bound until it is represented by the initial
condition F (x0)− F (x∗) as
E[F (xk+1)−F (x∗)]≤
( k∏
i=0
1−2αiℓ+Lℓα2i
)(
F (x0)−F (x∗)
)
+
k∑
i=0
(α2iLw
2ni
k∏
j=i+1
1−2αjℓ+Lℓα2j
)
. (50)
Let r(α) = 1− 2αℓ+ Lℓα2 and we complete the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Proof. By substituting αk = α and nk = n into Proposition 1, we have
E [F (xk+1)− F (x∗)] ≤ r(α)k+1 (F (x0)−F (x∗))+
k∑
i=0
(
α2Lw
2n
r(α)k−i
)
. (51)
Note that the second term in (51) is a geometric series with the common ratio r(α). By summing terms up, we have
k∑
i=0
(
α2Lw
2n
r(α)k−i
)
=
α2Lw
2n
· 1− r(α)
k+1
1− r(α) ≤
α2Lw
2n(1− r(α)) , (52)
where r(α) < 1 is used in the last inequality. By substituting r(α) = 1− 2αℓ+ Lℓα2 into (52), we complete the proof.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Proof. From the Taylor expansion for F (xt+1) and the Lipschitz continuity of ∇F (x) in Assumption 1, we have
E [F (xk+1)] ≤ E
[
F (xk) +∇F (xk)⊤(xk+1 − xk) + L
2
‖xk+1 − xk‖22
]
. (53)
Substituting the update rule (6) of SGD into (53), we get
E [F (xk+1)] ≤ E
[
F (xk)− αk∇F (xk)⊤∇fSk(xk) +
α2kL
2
‖∇fSk(xk)‖22
]
. (54)
With the linearity of expectation and the fact that E[∇fSk(xk)] = E[∇F (xk)], (54) becomes
E [F (xk+1)] ≤ E [F (xk)]− αkE
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]+ α2kL2 E [‖∇fSk(xk)‖22] . (55)
Consider the term E
[‖∇fSk(xk)‖22] in the bound of (55). By substituting (44) in the proof of Proposition 1 into (55), we get
E [F (xk+1)] ≤ E [F (xk)]−
(
αk − α
2
kL
2
)
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖2] + α2kLw
2nk
. (56)
Here, we use ‖ ∇xF (xt) ‖22≤ ǫ as the convergence criterion to judge the approximate stationary in non-convex optimization
problems, where ǫ can be any small value. We then focus on the term E
[‖∇F (xt)‖22] in the bound of (56) and move it to
the left side as
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] ≤ 1
αk − α
2
kL
2
E[F (xk)− F (xk+1)] + α
2
kLw
2nk
(
αk − α
2
kL
2
) . (57)
The bound in (57) cannot be used to show the convergence due to the existence of term E[F (xk)−F (xk+1)]. To handle this
issue, note that (57) holds for all iterations k = 0, 1, . . . and we have αk = α as a constant, such that we have
k−1∑
i=0
E
[‖∇F (xi)‖22]≤ 1
α− α2L2
E[F (x0)−F (xk+1)]+
k−1∑
i=0
αLw
2ni
(
1− αL2
) . (58)
Thus, we have
min
0≤i≤k−1
E
[‖∇F (xi)‖22] ≤ 1k
k−1∑
i=0
E
[‖∇F (xi)‖22] ≤ 1
αk − α2Lk2
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
k−1∑
i=0
αLw
2kni
(
1− αL2
) (59)
where the last inequality is due to the fact that F (x∗) = minx F (x) ≤ F (xk+1) where x∗ is an optimal solution of (1). We
then complete the proof.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. The post TSA scheme. Consider iteration k at t-th inner time-scale. From Proposition 1, we have
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤
(
1− ℓ
L
)k−K
E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] + w
2ntℓ
(60)
with K =
∑t−1
i=0 Ki and Ki the duration of i-th inner time-scale. From the stop criterion (14), we have
E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] ≤ 2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)K
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) + w
2nt−1ℓ
. (61)
Now multiplying 1− ℓL on both sides of (61) and using the stop criterion (14) again, we get(
1− ℓ
L
)
E [F (xK)− F (x∗)] ≤ w
2nt−1ℓ
+
w
2nt−1ℓ
. (62)
Now substituting (62) into (60), we have
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤ 2
(
1− ℓ
L
)k−K−1 w
2nt−1ℓ
+
w
2ntℓ
. (63)
The bound in (63) comprises two terms. For the first term, observe that at each inner time-scale the convergence rate term
Qt1 keeps decreasing while the error neighborhood term Q
t
2 remains constant by definition, such that the duration Kt is finite.
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Then t →∞ as k → ∞. Therefore, limk→∞ nt−1 = limt→∞ nt−1 = ∞ and limk→∞ w/(2nt−1ℓ) = 0. In addition provided
that 1− ℓ/L ≤ 1 and k −K − 1 ≥ 0, we have
lim
k→∞
2
(
1− ℓ
L
)k−∑t−1i=0 Ki−1 w
2nt−1ℓ
= 0. (64)
For the second term, limk→∞ nt = ∞ since nt > nt−1 and thus limk→∞ w/(2ntℓ) = 0. By substituting this result and
(64) into (63), we get limk→∞ E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] = 0.
With the strong convexity from Assumption 3 and the fact that the gradient of optimal solution x∗ is the null vector, we
have F (xk)− F (x∗) ≥ (ℓ/2)‖xk − x∗‖22. By using this result, we get limk→∞E [‖xk − x∗‖2]=0.
The prior TSA scheme. Based on the stop criterions (14) and (19) of the post and the prior TSA schemes, the prior
increases the batch-size faster than the post. The prior then has a faster rate and thus converges exactly as well.
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proof. The post TSA scheme. Consider iteration k at t-th inner time-scale. From the stop criterion (14), we have
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤ 2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) + w
2ntℓ
≤ 2t+1(1− ℓ
L
)k
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) . (65)
The rate of post TSA is approximately O(2t(1− ℓ/L)k).
Assume TSA uses the multiplicative rule (21) for augmenting the batch-size. In this case, Kt ≤
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
2m
⌉
for all t 6= 0
according to (14) where ⌈·⌉ is the ceil function. By using this result and the fact k =∑t−1i=0 Ki + kt, we get
t ≥ k −K0⌈
log1− ℓL
1
2m
⌉ . (66)
We can also refer from the stop criterion (14) that
2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) ≤ w
2nt−1ℓ
,
w
2ntℓ
≤ w
2nt−1ℓ
. (67)
By substituting (66) and (67) into the first inequality of (65) and using the fact nt−1 = n0m
t−1, we get
E [F (xk)−F (x∗)] ≤ w
n0mt−1ℓ
≤ w
n0ℓ
( 1
m
) k⌈log
1− ℓ
L
1
2m
⌉− K0⌈
log
1− ℓ
L
1
2m
⌉−1
. (68)
Therefore, the rate is approximately O((1/m)k/ log1−ℓ/L 12m ).
The prior TSA scheme. Consider iteration k at t-th inner time-scale. By substituting (17) into (19), the stop criterion of
prior TSA at t-th inner time-scale is
Kt = max
kt
{(
1− ℓ
L
)K+kt
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) ≥ w
2ntℓ
}
(69)
with K =
∑t−1
i=0 Ki. From (8) in Proposition 1, we have
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
t−1∑
i=0
(
1− ℓ
L
)∑t
j=i+1 Kj+kt w
2niℓ
+
w
2ntℓ
≤ (t+ 2)(1− ℓ
L
)k
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) (70)
where the last inequality is due to the stop criterion (69) that applies for each inner time-scale. As such, the convergence rate
of prior TSA is approximately O(t(1 − ℓ/L)k).
Assume TSA uses the multiplicative rule (21) for augmenting the batch-size. Similarly as (66), we have
t ≤ k −K0⌊
log1− ℓL
1
m
⌋ + 1 (71)
with ⌊·⌋ the floor function. Substituting (71) in (70), we get
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤
( k⌊
log1− ℓL
1
m
⌋ − K0⌊
log1− ℓL
1
m
⌋ + 3)(1− ℓ
L
)k
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) . (72)
The rate is approximately O((1 − ℓ/L)kk/ log1−ℓ/L 1m ).
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APPENDIX F
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Proof. An ǫ-suboptimal solution is a solution xk that satisfies F (xk)−F (x∗) ≤ ǫ. From Proposition 1, for SGD with constant
batch-size n and step-size α = 1/L to guarantee an ǫ-suboptimal solution, we require
F (xk)− F (x∗) ≤
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
D +
w
2nℓ
≤ ǫ. (73)
Since w/(2nℓ) is constant and (1− ℓ/L)kD keeps decreasing, it is reasonable to stop the iteration when (1− ℓ/L)kD ≤
w/(2nℓ). Based on this consideration, (73) is equivalent to(
1− ℓ
L
)k
D ≤ ǫ
2
,
w
2nℓ
≤ ǫ
2
. (74)
From (74), we obtain k ≥
⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉
and n ≥ ⌈w/(ℓǫ)⌉. Thus, we stop the iteration at k =
⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉
and the total
number of training samples required for SGD is
NSGD =
⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉
n. (75)
Consider TSA with initial batch-size n0 = 1. Assume it achieves the ǫ-suboptimal solution at t-th inner time-scale.
The post TSA scheme. From (65), to achieve ǫ-suboptimality for the post TSA, we require
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤ 2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
D +
w
2ntℓ
≤ ǫ. (76)
With the same consideration as in (74), (76) is equivalent to
2t
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
D ≤ ǫ
2
,
w
2ntℓ
≤ ǫ
2
. (77)
Assume the second inequality in (77) is satisfied at t-th inner time-scale. Then the first inequality will be satisfied at the end of
t-th inner time-scale based on (14). In particular, TSA first goes through t inner/outer time-scales, each of which contains Ki
iterations with each iteration requiring n0m
i samples for i = 0, ..., t− 1. It then runs Kt+1 iterations at t-th inner time-scale
and each iteration uses nt samples. Here, note that TSA does not need to step into t-th outer time-scale to further increase
batch-size since one more iteration at t-th inner time-scale is enough to obtain the target accuracy according to (14). In addition
with the multiplicative rule (21) and the stop criterion (14), the duration Kt is bounded by
Kt ≤
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
2m
⌉
= K̂, for all t = 1, 2, . . . .. (78)
The total number of training samples required for TSA is
NTSA =
t−1∑
i=0
Kini + (Kt + 1)nt ≤ (K0 − K̂)n0 + K̂
t∑
i=0
min0 +m
tn0
≤ (K0 − K̂)n0 + K̂m
t+1n0 − n0
m− 1 +m
tn0 (79)
where nt = n0m
t is used. By substituting this result and the fact n0 = 1 into (79), we have
NTSA ≤ K0 − K̂ +
( m
m− 1K̂ + 1
)
nt (80)
with nt ≥ ⌈w/(ℓǫ)⌉ from (77).
Note that both n of SGD and nt of TSA need to be larger than ⌈w/(ℓǫ)⌉. Without loss of generality, we assume n = nt =
⌈w/(ℓǫ)⌉ for a clear comparison. By substituting (78) into (80) and comparing the latter with (75), the ratio γ is bounded by
γ ≤
m
m−1
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
2m
⌉
+ 1⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ + K0 −
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
2m
⌉
⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ ⌈
2w
ℓǫ
⌉ ≤ mm−1
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
2m
⌉
+ 1⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ). (81)
The prior TSA scheme. Recall (70) and to achieve an ǫ-suboptimal solution for the prior TSA, we require
E [F (xk)− F (x∗)] ≤ (t+ 1)
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
D +
w
2ntℓ
≤ ǫ (82)
which is equivalent to require
(t+ 1)
(
1− ℓ
L
)k
D ≤ ǫ
2
,
w
2ntℓ
≤ ǫ
2
. (83)
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Assume the second inequality in (83) is satisfied at t-th inner time-scale. For an ǫ-suboptimal solution, we first let TSA go
through t inner/outer time-scales, and then stay at t-th inner time-scale and perform kt iterations until the first inequality in
(83) is satisfied. In addition from (69), the duration Kt in this case satisfies Kt ≤
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
m
⌉
= K̂. We then follow (79)
and bound the total number of training sample as
NTSA ≤ (K0 − K̂)n0 + K̂m
tn0 − n0
m− 1 + ktn0m
t. (84)
where nt = n0m
t is used. Similarly, without loss of generality, we assume n = nt = ⌈w/(ℓǫ)⌉ for a clear comparison. With
n0 = 1, we then obtain t = logm⌈w/(ℓǫ)⌉. To satisfy the first inequality in (83), we require
kt ≤ K̂ + 1 +
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
logm
⌈
w
ℓǫ
⌉
+ 1
⌉
. (85)
By substituting (85) into (84), we have
NTSA ≤ K0 − K̂ +
( mK̂
m− 1 + 1 +
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
logm
⌈
w
ℓǫ
⌉
+ 1
⌉) ⌈w
ℓǫ
⌉
. (86)
Then by comparing (75) with (86), we get
γ ≤
m
m−1
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
m
⌉
+
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
logm⌈ wℓǫ⌉+1
⌉
+ 1⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ) (87)
completing the proof.
APPENDIX G
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2
Proof. By substituting m = 2 into (81) and using the fact 2
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
4
⌉
+ 1 ≤
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
16
⌉
+ 2, we get
γ ≤
⌈
log1− ℓL
1
16
⌉
+ 2⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ) =
⌈
log1− ℓL
(L−ℓ)2
16L2
⌉
⌈
log1− ℓL
ǫ
2D
⌉ +O(ǫ) (88)
completing the proof.
APPENDIX H
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Proof. The post TSA scheme. Consider iteration k at t-th inner time-scale. From (25), we have
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] ≤ 2Lk (F (x0)− F (x∗)) +
t−1∑
i=0
Kiw
kni
+
w
nt
. (89)
By extracting the factor
∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1, (89) becomes
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] ≤ ∑t−1i=0 Ki + 1k
(
2L
(
F (x0)− F (x∗)
)∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
+
t−2∑
i=0
Ki∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
w
ni
+
Kt−1∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
w
nt−1
)
+
w
nt
≤ 2
(∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
)
k
w
nt−1
+
w
nt
. (90)
where the stop criterion (28) and the fact Kt−1 ≤
∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1 is used in the last inequality. The bound of (90) comprises
two terms. For the first term, observe that Qt1 keeps decreasing while Q
t
2 remains constant at each inner time-scale by
definition, such that the duration Kt is finite. Then t → ∞ as k → ∞. Therefore, limk→∞ nt−1 = limt→∞ nt−1 = ∞ and
limk→∞ w/nt−1 = 0. In addition provided that
lim
k→∞
∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
k
= lim
k→∞
∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
kt +
∑t−1
i=0 Ki
≤ 1 (91)
with kt ≥ 1, we have
lim
k→∞
2
(∑t−1
i=0 Ki + 1
)
k
w
nt−1
= 0. (92)
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For the second term, limk→∞ nt =∞ because nt > nt−1 such that limk→∞ w/nt = 0. By substituting this result and (92)
into (90), we get limk→∞ E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] = 0.
The prior TSA scheme. By comparing the stop criterions, the prior TSA increases the batch-size faster than the post. As
such, the prior converges faster and has exact convergence as well.
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 5
Proof. We analyze the prior TSA with additive rule (20) and multiplicative rule (21) separately.
The additive rule. Consider iteration k at t-th inner time-scale. By substituting (29) into (28), the stop criterion of non-convex
prior TSA at t-th inner time-scale is
Kt = max
kt
{
2L
kt +
∑t−1
i=0 Ki
(F (x0)− F (x∗)) ≥ w
nt
}
. (93)
Let D = 2L (F (x0)− F (x∗)) and by using (25) and (93), we have
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]≤Dk (1 + 1 +
t−1∑
i=1
Ki∑i
j=0Kj
+
kt
k
)
. (94)
Now consider the duration of inner time-scale Kt in the bound of (94). We use the induction to provide lower and upper
bounds for it. At 1-st inner time-scale, by using the stop criterion (93) and the fact n1 = n0 + β, we have⌊
K0β
n0
⌋
≤ K1 ≤
⌈
(K0 + 1)β
n0
⌉
. (95)
Let CL = ⌊K0β/n0⌋ and CU = ⌈(K0 + 1)β/n0⌉ be concise notations and assume (95) holds for Kt−1. With (93) and the
fact nt = nt−1 + β, we have
Kt ≥
⌊
(K0 +
∑t−1
i=1 Ki)β
n0 + (t− 1)β
⌋
≥
⌊
(n0 + (t− 1)β)CL
n0 + (t− 1)β
⌋
= CL, (96a)
Kt ≤
⌈
(K0 +
∑t−1
i=1 Ki + 1)β
n0 + (t− 1)β
⌉
≤
⌈
(n0 + (t− 1)β)CU
n0 + (t− 1)β
⌉
= CU . (96b)
Therefore, we have CL ≤ Kt ≤ CU for all t = 1, 2, . . .. By substituting this result into (94), we have
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]≤ 2Dk + DCU
∑t
i=1
1
i
CLk
(97)
where the inequality kt/k ≤ Kt/
∑t
i=0Kt with Kt − kt =
∑t
i=0Kt − k ≥ 0 is used. Since
∑t
i=1 1/i is the harmonic series
and Kt ≥ CL, we have [42]
t∑
i=1
1
i
= ln(t+ 1) + c, t ≤ k −K0
CL
+ 1 (98)
with constant c. By substituting (98) into (97), we get
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] ≤ DCUCL ln
(
k−K0
CL
+ 2
)
+ DCUcCL c+ 2D
k
. (99)
Therefore, the convergence rate is approximately O(log k/k).
The multiplicative rule. Consider iteration k at t-th inner time-scale. By using (93) and the fact nt = m
tn0, we have
t∑
i=0
Ki =
⌊
Dmtn0
w
⌋
, for all t = 0, 1, . . . . (100)
By substituting (100) into (94) and using the fact kt/k ≤ Kt/
∑t
i=0Kt, we have
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22] ≤ Dk (1 + 1 +
t∑
i=1
Dmin0
w − Dm
i−1n0
w + 1
Dmin0
w − 1
)
=
D
k
(
1 + 1 +
t∑
i=1
m− 1
m
+
t∑
i=1
2− 1m
Dmin0
w − 1
)
. (101)
The third term {(2− 1/m)/ ((Dmin0)/w − 1)}∞i=1 in the bound of (101) is a convergent series such that
t∑
i=1
2− 1m
Dmin0
w − 1
≤
∞∑
i=1
2− 1m
Dmin0
w − 1
≤ c (102)
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with constant c. By substituting (102) into (101), we get
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]≤ (2 + c)Dk + m− 1m Dtk . (103)
Now according to (100), we have t ≤ logm (k+1)wn0D . By substituting this result into (103), we get
E
[‖∇F (xk)‖22]≤D logm kw+wn0D + (2+c)Dk . (104)
Therefore, the convergence rate is approximately O(log k/k).
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